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This little chick is hidden on various pages of the   

magazine.  Can you see how many you can find. 

(This one doesn’t count) 
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This edition of The Palgrave Star has been produced in good faith but      

errors may still occur during production.  Please let us know if this        

happens so that it can be corrected.  Please be aware that the views       

expressed in the magazine are not necessarily those of the editor and we 

cannot be held responsible for the accuracy of material submitted for 

publication and that material is included at the editor’s discretion, and 

may be edited for publication.  

 

The deadline for the next issue is: 

20th April 
If you have an article to be included or would like to advertise in  

The Palgrave Star, please contact the editor at: 
 

thepalgravestar@gmail.com 

 

Please note that articles must be received by 8pm, unless 

agreed by prior arrangement. 

 

Contacting The Palgrave Star 

If you have an article, or enquiry for The Palgrave Star, please email: 

thepalgravestar@gmail.com 

You can also contact the editor, Heather on 07917355614, if unable to take  

your call please leave your name and phone number and I will get back  

to you as soon as I can. 

 

If you are a business, and would like to advertise in The Palgrave Star,  

please contact us via email at: 

palgravestar.adverts@gmail.com 

Where your query will be deal with by Heather, advertising secretary  

and Palgrave Star editor.  
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The Palgrave Star 
The magazine of the Palgrave and District Community Centre 

Registered Charity 269132 

www.pdcc.co.uk 
 

Palgrave Community Centre 

The members of the PDCC Trustee Committee:  
 

 

Chairman: - Sharon Cousins-Clarke—chairPDCC@gmail.com 

Vice-chairman:  

Hon. Secretary: Heather Goddard—palgravedcc@gmail.com 

Treasurer: Peter Humphreys 

Membership Secretary:  Helen Thorburn            (01379 651749) 

Bookings Secretary:   Carol Hardstone 

contact 07394 537631 or email—pdcc.bookings@gmail.com 

Bar Manager: Lee Lockwood        (01379 423947) 

Other Committee Members:  Laura Forster (Friends of Palgrave 

School), George Georgiou, John Kilgannon, Jane McClintock,  

Eric Milne, Jean Potter (Friendship Club) &  Michael Rogers (Cinema) 

PDCC Data Protection Privacy Policy 

Data Protection in the UK has changed, and the new law gives 

individuals more rights over how information about them is stored and used 

by organisations.  In particular, organisations have to tell individuals what 

they are doing with the information they are storing and using in line with the 

new General Data Protection Regulations.  The updated PDCC Privacy Policy 

can be found on www.pdcc.co.uk/pdcc-policies. 
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All types of electrical work undertaken 

Part & full rewires  New installations 

Free written quotations  No job is too small 

Tele. 01379 788383 

Mobile 07800 739476 

jlwelectrical@hotmail.co.uk 

Domestic ▪ Industrial ▪ Commercial ▪ Agricultural 
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PDCC Chair’s Report 2020 

A year of uncertainty 

Governance 
To say we are in strange times is perhaps an understatement! It has been 15 months 
since our last AGM - the delay has been caused by the ongoing situation regarding 
COVID-19.  

It certainly was a year of two halves. We got off to a good start but then COVID-19 
struck and we were plunged into lockdown towards the end of March. All users/hirers 
had to suspend their activities when lockdown started and bookings at the Centre 
were cancelled.  

It also meant that from March until July, our monthly Trustee meetings were held 
online via Zoom. Trustee Committee meetings continued to be held virtually until the 
first lockdown was lifted. Face to face meetings took place during August and  
September, but by October, COVID-19 restrictions forced the meetings back to Zoom 
and they have continued as so to now. 

The year was also unusual in that the PDCC Trustee Committee did not have a Chair 
or Vice-Chair. However, this was allowable under the constitution if one of the  
Trustees acted as Chair at monthly Trustee Committee meetings and this was duly 
undertaken. Thanks go to those Trustees who chaired meetings.  

Going forward the PDCC Trustee Committee will review and update existing policy 
documents and will begin a cycle of business planning.  

 
Personnel 
The PDCC has had several changes to the Trustee Committee this year. We have 
welcomed new members - George Georgiou as the representative for the Palgrave 
All Stars.  Laura Forster as the FOPS (Friends of Palgrave School) representative; 
Laura has also taken on the Facebook page for the Community Centre, ensuring that 
a wide range of village-related information has been shared on social media.  Sharon 
Cousins-Clarke, a former Parish Councillor and organiser of the Palgrave Community 
Response Group also joined the Trustee Committee. Jane McClintock has re-joined 
the Trustee Committee and has taken on the distribution of the Palgrave Star as well 
as encouraging people to contribute articles.  Jane is looking forward to being able to 
organise events in and around Palgrave to welcome people back to the Centre once 
restrictions are lifted and the Centre can reopen. 

To facilitate COVID-19 regulations, the Centre was risk assessed by Phil Dyer, to 
whom we are incredibly grateful, and measures were put in place accordingly. The 
Trustee Committee is thankful to Jane and Lee Lockwood who prepared the Centre 
to ensure it complied with the rapidly changing regulations and guidance, with a one-
way system to minimise contact, guidelines for hirers and users of the hall to ensure 
their safety and provision of sanitising hand gel for regular use. As a result, we were 
able to reopen the Hall for some regular classes and clubs in the summer until 
COVID-19 restrictions were imposed again. 
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Lastly, thanks must go to Heather Goddard for providing terrific secretarial support in 
what have been, very trying, circumstances and for all her hard work in producing the 
Palgrave Star magazine which is delivered to every household in Palgrave.  

 
Highlights and Achievements 
From October 2019 to March 2020 the Centre was busy with hirers making use of 
both the main hall and lounge. The playing field became the venue for a well-attended 
new fitness boot camp on Saturday mornings. The PDCC’s Palgrave All Stars club 
provided sports and games activities which were much enjoyed by local children and 
their families on Sunday mornings.  

The cinema was also very popular and attendee numbers were increasing each 
month. Thanks go to Michael Rogers for organising and managing the cinema  
evenings. 

Unfortunately, in late March 2020 national lockdown restrictions were imposed and 
following Government Guidelines the Centre was forced to temporarily close its doors 
to the public.  

However, Jane and Lee Lockwood used this time productively and were able to make 
a number of improvements including redecorating the Lounge, Main Hall and the 
kitchen; an upgrade of the Centre lighting to a more cost-efficient system and spruc-
ing up the garden areas. 

The wind turbine continues to provide pollution-free electricity. The particularly windy 
weather in the early months of 2020 boosted the annual output to over 20000kW. 
During lockdown, the turbine has been the one source of our own income to help with 
running costs. Feed-in tariffs provided £6,600 and substantial savings were made by 
using our own electricity instead of paying for units from the grid.  

A volunteer working party cleared the brambles and undergrowth from the edges of 
the playing field to prepare for the wildflower areas planned for later this year. A num-
ber of small trees have also been planted to one side of the field and opposite the 
Community Centre. Thanks go to all the volunteers who worked so hard while  
also abiding by social distancing rules. 

 
Financial Review 
The extraordinary events of this year have had a significant impact on the operational 
activities of the Centre; however the Trustees have managed funds prudently over 
this period.  Like many small businesses and charities, the PDCC has been eligible 
for COVID-19 support grant funding and the Trustees have been successful in  
securing this money, leaving the Centre in a strong financial position to bounce back 
from disruption caused by covid.  

A full overview of the PDCC financial performance is available to read in the  
Treasurer's Report, and the accounts, which have been independently examined, 
have also been made available to the members. 

 
Future Plans 
So how to move forward and plan for the next 20 years? We believe that the  
Community Centre (and playing field) has great potential and we are keen to protect it 
for future generations as a thriving asset, at the very heart of our rural community. We 
hope that local people will recognise that it is their Centre and will cherish it.  
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We plan to enhance and improve our facilities to keep them up-to-date and make sure 
they meet the needs of potential and existing users. This will safeguard the future of 
the Centre and ensure that it provides a high-quality, affordable and accessible com-
munity facility. We believe the Centre should be relevant to and support as wide a 
cross-section of the local community as possible. We want to know more about what 
people think the Centre should provide in terms of activities, events and services, so 
that we can develop our offering accordingly 

Clearly then, we must start by consulting and engaging with as many of Palgrave’s 
residents as possible to find out what the local community wants from the Centre. We 
plan to undertake this during 2021. The Community Café events we held in 2019 have 
already given us a broad list of ideas such as: 

Extending the building to increase the number of rooms available 
Upgrading the kitchen  
Car park improvements 
Landscaping  
Kiosks for refreshments  
Making more use of the field – possibility of adding a community orchard or 

attractive softer spaces / garden   

We intend to improve the marketing of the Centre, promoting it more effectively and 
thereby increasing its use. We will also explore the funding options available to enable 
us to expand and improve the Centre.  

It is hoped that some open-air events will be allowed to take place later this year. We 
will publicise them in the Palgrave Star and on our Facebook page.  

 
Conclusion 
The Trustee Committee is committed to making sure that we focus on the new  
challenges ahead and that we do everything in our power to keep the Centre open 
and in use for everyone to enjoy - a big challenge given the current climate.  

However, the year behind us is over, we can look back and feel justifiably proud of 
what was achieved over that time. The year ahead is an unknown in ways we have 
never had to deal with before. However, I have every confidence that we will come 
through these challenges stronger and better than before. 
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                           Friendly & Reliable Service 
  

                           Bathroom Fitting and Tiling 
          General Plumbing 

                          Sinks/Taps/Water Softeners 
                     Fully qualified & Insured 

  

                 
               Mr Pat Marsden 

          07799 895958 
email: ptp.bathrooms@gmail.com 
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Palgrave Open Gardens: 29
th

, 30
th

 and 31
st 

May, 2021. 

11am – 5pm.  Whitsun Bank Holiday weekend. 

 

This Spring event is planned for the last weekend in May, with gardens 

open and art installed around the village (Covid regulations permitting).  

It will be an opportunity to have a stroll and explore parts of the village 

you have not seen for a while, to enjoy some art and maybe bump into 

friends and neighbours you may not have seen for more than a year. 

More details will be in the May edition of The Star and in the meantime 

 if you would like to either open your garden or help in any other way, 

then do please give me a ring. 

Jane McClintock (07719922762) 
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Advertising in the Palgrave Star 

Small box—5.x 6.5cm—£40 

Large box 6.5 x 9.5cm—£60 

Half page—£110 

Full page—£175 

Contact: 

palgravestar.adverts@gmail.com 
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Suffolk County Council has a ‘Home, But Not Alone’ project with a helpline  

0800 876 6926 lines open Monday – Friday 9 am – 5 pm.  There is lots of useful 

advice and information about how to access help and support, getting Covid 

tests etc.  Go to www.suffolk.gov.uk 

And from Neighbourhood Watch this very useful idea to keep us connected    

Palgrave Community Response Group 

There have been recent changes to the guidelines about shielding and if you 
find yourself having to shield where previously you did not then you are  
reminded of the Community Response Group that is in place to offer help.  
There have been cases of the South African variant of Coronavirus in Diss and 
Roydon so you may wish to avoid going into Diss until the situation has 
changed. 

We are still in national lockdown and can only leave home for necessary travel 
to and from work, to exercise once a day, to shop for essential items and to  
fulfil any medical or care needs. People with underlying medical conditions are 
advised to stay in their homes, to shield themselves by self-isolating.    

So, if you, or someone you know, is likely to be classed as vulnerable/shielding 
please contact me in the first instance and I will allocate you to a volunteer. If 
you were helped by our group in the previous lockdowns, I already have your 
details and do get in touch if you need assistance.  However, if you have any 
concerns or are worried that you may have been missed off our “vulnerable 
persons” list please let me know.    

Sharon Cousins-Clarke email: qtrell@hotmail.co.uk or telephone  
01379 309401 

mailto:qtrell@hotmail.co.uk
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News from Palgrave Parish Council 
 

Parish Council Meetings: The next meeting will be  
held virtually on Thursday 8 April at 7.30pm. Joining  
details on the n/board and the website as always.  
 
Planning: Two applications were objected to last month as follows: 
DC/20/05763 – the siting of 4 off grid holiday units at Land at Ling Road and  
DC/21/01101 – erection of a KFC & Starbucks takeaway / drive through on 
land at the junction of A143 / A140.  
Details of our objections can be viewed on the BMSDC Planning Portal; 
https://planning.baberghmidsuffolk.gov.uk/online-applications/search  
 

The Lows Footpath and bench: By the time you read this, work should be 
complete on the improved path and ditch. There have been lots of positive 
comments and the contractor was very surprised at just how busy this  
footpath is, commenting that there were literally hundreds of people using it 
each day. The next stage is to prepare the ground for, and site the bench.  
 

Reporting issues: Suffolk Highways are the authority to contact direct to  
report any incidents like flooding, drains, damaged signage, debris on the 
road etc. You can call them on 0345 606 6171 or report via their website  
reporting tool at 
www.suffolk.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/highway-maintenance/report-a-
highways-issue. A more detailed list is on the notice board and on the home 
page of our website. 
 

Cemetery: We are currently reviewing the best way forward in terms of the 
gate and gate posts at the cemetery. The posts in particular are quite  
damaged and expert advice has been sought as to the most optimum remedy. 
It is the 30th anniversary of the cemetery this year and we aim to get the work 
underway asap. 
 

Recycling: This continues to be a major concern. Locally approx. 150T of  
nappies (about 3000) end up in Suffolk recycling bins each year and have to 
be manually removed by hand. Please think about what you put in your  
recycling bins. There is information on the notice board and again, on the 
home page of our website. Some items have changed over the last few years, 
so refresh your knowledge to ensure you get it right!  
 
 

 

https://planning.baberghmidsuffolk.gov.uk/online-applications/search.do?action=simple
http://www.suffolk.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/highway-maintenance/report-a-highways-issue
http://www.suffolk.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/highway-maintenance/report-a-highways-issue
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The Green: It was agreed over a year ago to allow an area of grass between the 
pond and the Jubilee Bench to grow longer to encourage a more natural vista 
and inspire the return of wildlife like bees and dragonflies etc. We will be  
trialling it this year so please don’t be alarmed – it’s a deliberate choice. There 
will be appropriate signage to this effect.  
 

Thanks: We extend our thanks to the Tillian Organisation (school) for attending 
the last Parish Council meeting and we hope to continue to work together for 
our mutual benefit.  
 

As we slowly ease out of lockdown, can we remind you that there is a  
community Covid-19 test centre at Eye Town Hall for anyone requiring a test 
who may be asymptomatic i.e.no symptoms. To book a slot visit  

www.suffolk.gov.uk/coronavirus-covid-19/getting-a-test/covid-19-
asymptomatic-testing/ 
 
We are very lucky to have some wonderful views in and around our village of 
Palgrave. with some fantastic footpaths and country lanes. Walking is one of 
the best exercises you can do so get out and enjoy our beautiful countryside! 
And it’s free! 
 
From all of the Parish Council, we hope you have an enjoyable Easter with not 

too many of the rounded chocolate treats! Another reason to get out and walk! 

 

If you have any matters you wish to raise, please come along to a meeting or 

contact one of your Parish Councillor who are listed on our website. The clerk’s 

details are:   

E: palgravepc@gmail.com T: 01986 798422 (answerphone) 

http://www.suffolk.gov.uk/coronavirus-covid-19/getting-a-test/covid-19-asymptomatic-testing/
http://www.suffolk.gov.uk/coronavirus-covid-19/getting-a-test/covid-19-asymptomatic-testing/
mailto:palgravepc@gmail.com
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Testing Testing 
 

It was a chilly Tuesday night  
the snow had gone, the moon was bright  

Bert and Alice sat round the fire 
Look East beamed out across the wire  

There sat ageless Stewart White  
His next report gave Bert a fright. 

He mentioned IP Twenty Two  
and what those people had to do.  
All folk must have a Covid Test. 
It must be serious Bert guessed  

Appears a fresh mutated flu  
is causing quite a ‘right to do’. 

 
Like Swallows journey here in May 

The virus flew BA they say  
All the way from Africa  

arrival which has caused a stir  
Bert said he hadn’t met a Boer  

Unsure of what the fuss was for. 

 
When Alice saw how they would test 

She thought for Bert it would be best  
Not to reveal where the long stick goes,  
one far down throat and one far up nose.  

He’d only worry in advance  
and lead the Nurse a merry dance. 

 
She guessed it best to do  

a visit to a test drive-through  
So when Bert took her off to Diss  

her planned diversion went like this.  
‘Please take me to the Garden Centre’  

Alice Lert the shrewd inventor 

 
Before long they reached the drive-through site  

directed Bert to pull off right  
What’s all this, The Pub is shut? 

Why all those Nurses in that hut?  
Never mind, my love my dear  

Just park our vehicle over here. 

 
‘Come with me to do our bit 

The test won’t hurt we must do it.’  
Bert complied, he had the test  

didn’t dribble on his vest  
Felt quite proud to help the Purge  
by talking part in Norfolk’s Surge 

 

Our Hero’s great reward will be 
A future Pint in liberty. 

 
They were both Negative. 
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Palgrave & District Nature Notes 

 This month the highlight for these Notes is Cara Phillips' thoughts on the  
butterflies we should be encountering over the coming few months. Cara writes: 
 "Some of you have already mentioned your first butterfly sightings of the year 
to me; they have certainly been on the wing quite early but may wish they hadn’t 
been with all the wet and windy weather we’ve had.  Michael Lockett saw a  
Peacock in his garden on 4th February, Pat and Graham Leigh a Brimstone on 
26th February (“like a Golden Delicious apple”) and Hazel Massey saw Brimstone 
and Peacock.  The first butterflies we see are usually those which have hibernated 
over the winter, including Brimstone, Peacock, Small Tortoiseshell and Comma. 
 With some warm weather the first of the species that overwinter as a  
chrysalis should begin to emerge.  For me, the most uplifting sight is that of the  
Orange Tip.  Although the male is the one with jaunty orange tips to his wings, the 
female is plain white and could be mistaken for a Small White but for the beautiful 
olive-green patterns on her hindwings, which, when closed, serve as a perfect 
camouflage.  Also flitting around your garden, you may see a little blue butterfly 
which is most likely to be a Holly Blue, the first of the blues to appear.  They are a 
violet blue with grey-blue hindwings and will usually be flying around holly, ivy or 
other glossy green shrubs or trees. The other frequently seen blue butterfly, from 
May onwards, is the Common Blue.  The male is bright blue, but the female may 
have varying amounts of brown on the wings, with orange markings near the outer 
edge. 
 Towards the end of April there is also a chance to see the tiny but stunning 
Green Hairstreak.  These vivid green butterflies are only around for six weeks and 
are really worth seeing.  They are often found on gorse flowers so a good place to 
see them is on Wortham Ling, where the gorse is plentiful.  They are only slightly 
larger than your thumbnail so you may need to get your eye in at first.  Any time 
from now on you could see a Speckled Wood, a species you’re more likely to find 
in dappled shade, perhaps on the edge of a wood.  They are suitably camouflaged 
but on closer inspection have a lovely brown and cream pattern on their wings.  
The Whites will be emerging now too, Small, Large and Green-veined Whites.  Do 
look out for the latter, they have a very delicate green lacy pattern on their wings 
and do not eat your cabbages! The Painted Lady is my favourite, but as we rely on 
immigration from North Africa for this strong-flying butterfly, the numbers arriving 
here vary greatly from year to year.  They can arrive at any time from now on, but 
this may not be a ‘Painted Lady Year’; if so, we may well be graced with just a few. 
 Let’s hope for a good summer.  We, as well as the butterflies, could do with 
it." 

 But it is not all about butterflies, as Palgrave's wildlife observers have been 
extra busy once again. David Drake told me in mid-February of the Primroses seen 
flowering beside local ditches, which he regards as an early sign of spring (though 
my Wildflower Guide states their flowering period nationally is December to May, 
so perhaps February is not unusual). He has just sent photos of other wildflowers 
now flowering on The Green and on hedge- and roadsides, notably Lesser  
Celandine, Hairy Bittercress, Red Deadnettle and Common Dog-violet, but my  
own botanical knowledge is very poor so if anyone else could please report  
occasionally on what is in flower at the time, I will be very grateful. Jan Hicks has 
again kept me up to date with news of gatherings of Brown Hares: it seems they  
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have begun to disperse, the most this month being five together. Roe Deer, on the 
other hand, seem suddenly to have made a re-appearance after their winter  
absence: Graham Leigh was first to report a group of six females and/or immature 
males, and these were subsequently seen by Cara and then by Michael & Janet 
Lockett. Janet was also able to tell of an 'unkempt' Red Fox in their garden,  
possibly driven by hunger to attack the ducks on the pond or perhaps, she  
wondered, was it an urban dweller that had been 'dumped' on The Ling?  
Meanwhile Kathryn Westerveld has rescued a baby Hedgehog found in their  
garden during the recent cold spell and delivered it safely to the local Hogspital, 
from where she hopes it will soon be released back to the wild. 

 And so, to the many sightings of birds. It was pleasing to receive a report 
from Mike & Jan Webb from their garden at the bottom of Denmark Hill. They  
have lately been visited by a Goldcrest, thought to be their first in thirty years, and 
by a single Fieldfare for the first time ever. The latter prompted Mike to ask if  
belligerence towards Blackbirds is normal behaviour – yes, certainly not unusual, 
Fieldfares being so much the larger, but they are not in any way predatory.  
Nowadays I am thought to be disinterested in Common Buzzards, they being too 
common, but this is not entirely so: I am full of admiration for the speed and  
manner of their colonisation of lowland, arable eastern areas of the UK, and was 
especially impressed when John & Pam Whistlecraft told me that they had seen 
ten simultaneously soaring over Palgrave – super spreaders! Other single  
sightings that have been reported in the past month included (another!) Red Kite 
for Dave Griffiths, kites being his speciality; Ben Prior saw Oystercatchers over the 
Waveney valley and thought it likely they are the pair he has in the past suspected 
of breeding in the vicinity of The Lows; and Janet was relieved to hear a Song 
Thrush calling from trees along Footpath 4 as she feared that after signs of  
recovery last year this species had again suffered a population crash. I have also 
had an extensive roundup of the wildlife of the east end [of Palgrave] from 
Kathryn, whose garden seems to be a veritable haven for small birds – all the 
common tits (Blue, Great, Coal and Long-tailed) and finches (Green-, Gold-, and 
Chaff-), Dunnocks. Wrens, Robins and Blackbirds – and a Great Spotted Wood-
pecker. Anne Moynihan sent me a great photo of a Kestrel 'seeing off' a Barn Owl 
during the snowy weather, and another of a Great [White] Egret, neither event in 
Palgrave but nearby, whilst Jerry Rolfe had a photogenic Sparrowhawk at his  
leisure in the garden. All these are shy birds probably emboldened by hunger in 
the cold weather. And finally, Janet is concerned by the apparent dearth of Rooks 
this winter. I too have not seen the usual large numbers flying over to roost at  
Lopham Fen each evening, but a check of the Red and Amber Lists of 'Birds of 
Conservation Concern' failed to feature any of our 'black' crows, so Rooks (along 
with Jackdaws and Carrion Crows) retain Green List status, i.e. of no particular 
concern, so 'our' birds may simply have used a roost elsewhere this year – at 
least let us hope so. 

 Have you seen interesting wildlife around the village? If so please contact 
Ian McC. at iwt.mcclintock.co.uk. Many thanks. 
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Regular activities at Palgrave Community Centre 

Clubs 

Mondays:     Line Dancing 11.30am — 12.30pm (Main hall) 

   Carpet Bowls 2.00pm   

           Line Dancing 7.30pm  (Main hall)  

            Cribbage 7.00pm (in the Member’s lounge) 
 

Tuesdays:    Friendship Club—alternate weeks 

                  

Wednesdays:     Yoga 9.30—11.00am (Main hall) 

   Extend 12pm  

   -For over 60s to maintain health, balance and have great fun 

          Line Dancing 7.30pm (Main hall) 

         PDCC Committee Meeting  

   (First Wednesday of the month in the Member’s lounge) 

                  

Thursdays:   Boot Camp 6.30—7.30pm 

     

Fridays:      Member’s Lounge bar open 6.30pm  

 

Sundays:  Palgrave All-Stars - Kids multi-sports club 10.00am 

Contact list for clubs and organisations who use Palgrave Community Centre 

Carpet Bowls and Cribbage—Jean Potter 01379 651926 

Friendship Club—Pam Baker 01379 643513 or Jean Potter 01379 651926 

Line Dancing Monday & Wednesday evening—Melissa Hawkes 07770 875404 

Line Dancing Monday morning—Marina—01953 788363 

Yoga—Wednesday morning—Nelia—07926 742846 

Extend—Polly Lavender 01379 643212 or 07739 529449 

Boot Camp—Stephen Jessop 07788313070 

Parish Council—palgravepc@gmail.com 

ALL CLUBS, EVENTS AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES ARE  
CANCELLED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE 
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Jab Done 
 

The alarm was set, today’s the day 
Kurt’s going to have his jab, hooray. 

He walks the dog they both breakfast 
Then off to have his prick at last. 

A slight concern about the car 
for months it hasn’t driven far 
but it’s ok, he points it North 

to where the NHS holds forth. 
 

The traffic’s light within the City 
A cultural treat, so old, so pretty. 

Masked pedestrians wander round 
an eerie solitude abounds. 

Kurt follows signs, goes through the doors 
where once in thousands people poured. 

Shops are shut, some closed for good 
twelve months ago who thought they would? 

 
He goes upstairs and joins the queue 

A volunteer had told him to 
The line was long but moved quite well 

amongst a disinfectant smell 
then to the front...a friendly face 

who fired out questions at a pace 
Kurt was fine, checked on through 

and seated to await stage two. 
 

Stage two was on the floor above 
three in the lift no need to shove 
when in he had to face the wall 
Infection had no chance at all. 

Escorted out and to a chair 
then lady admin called him there. 
Numbers taken, things explained 

Like all her mates, superbly trained. 
 

...and then the call, off to a pair 
of volunteers just over there. 

Which arm sir? Left, or Right? 
Too late now, no time for flight. 

The young man spoke & then to aim. 
so quick it led Kurt to exclaim  
He really hadn’t felt a thing  

when the potion entered him. 
 

The journey home, one of reflection, 
of admiration, change of direction? 
Impressed by those who volunteer 

and filled the place with happy cheer. 
Those folk who wrote the recipe 

which gives us hope we can be free. 
Some way to go but it’s a start 
to stab this virus in the heart. 

 
 

RL 2/21 
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Palgrave Neighbourhood Watch 
  
Even though most of the world’s population have suffered either personal illness or 
the loss of a dear one, through Covid -19 there are still many others who see it as 
an opportunity to take advantage of those most vulnerable. Fraudsters are  
constantly coming up with new ways of trying to defraud people in relation to all 
manner of products and services, including loans, dating, holidays, business  
opportunities, clairvoyants, pharmaceuticals, lottery prizes, fake COVID vaccines, 
even recovery of money lost to fraud.  Each month I circulate a newsletter to those 
many Palgrave residents who are on my email circulation list and this month I  
reported on how to look at some of the different types of email frauds that are  
currently quite common and what to look out for, to indicate that an email might not 
be genuine. Some of them you will be aware of and you may wonder how people 
can be taken in by them, but you would be surprised if you learned how, not just the 
vulnerable, but many seemingly intelligent people have been caught out by some 
very clever criminals.  The following gives some examples: 
 

 COMMON TYPE OF EMAIL SCAMS 

•         419 Emails: You are offered a share in a large sum of money for 
helping to transfer it out of the country. Once you have given the  
criminals your bank account details, they empty your accounts. 

•         Phishing: An email that purports to be from companies such as 
banks designed to trick you into revealing your personal information and 
passwords. Remember you bank will NEVER contact you out of the blue to 
ask for your PIN, full password or to move your money to another  
account. 

•         Pharming: is a term used when you are directed from a link in an 
email to a website that spoofs a legitimate website in order to access your 
personal details. 

•         Impersonation of official website: HMRC,TV licence, Tax rebate, 
Council Tax , NHS (offers of inoculations) etc. with an email message  
saying you are due a refund or must make an urgent payment ( on threat 
of summons, bailiffs, police etc. etc.) and requesting your bank account 
details by directing you to a website link. 

•         Investment and pension scams: overpriced or non-existent shares 
or a time limited opportunity to convert some or all of your pension pot 
into cash. 
  
HOW TO SPOT A SCAM EMAIL 

•         The sender’s email looks suspicious. Roll your mouse pointer over 
the sender’s name to check it. If it doesn’t match the website address of 
the organisation it says it comes from, it could be the sign of a scam. 
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•         The email doesn’t use your name, it says something like “Dear  
Customer” instead. 

•         There’s a sense of urgency, asking you to act immediately. 

•         There’s a prominent website link that may look at first glance line 
the proper address but has one letter missing or is spelt wrong. 

•         Poor grammar and spelling mistakes. 

•         The entire text of the email is contained within an image rather 
than the usual text format, and the image contains an embedded  
hyperlink to a bogus site. Again, roll your mouse pointer over the link to 
reveal its true  destination. But don’t  click it! 
 
And finally: 
SOME TOP TIPS: 

1)      Create a separate password for your email accounts. 
2)      Make sure your passwords are strong with three random words. 
3)      Look after your mobile devices - don’t leave them unattended in 
public places. 
4)      Ensure you have internet security software loaded on computers 
and update new versions immediately. 
5)      Don’t assume “ Wi-Fi Hotspots” in places like cafes and hotels 
are secure. Never use them for anything confidential on-line like bank 
accounts. 
6)      Never reveal too much personal or financial information (such  
as emails, social networking, dating sites etc.) 
7)      If you are all suspicious, heed your instincts! You are most  
probably right to be concerned. 

 

Please note: These are only  a few tips of advice to help you protect 
yourself from falling to attempted email fraud. In you believe any 
email you receive is fraudulent, report it to report@phishing.gov.uk 
This article is only a brief summary of other advice and security  
information, which if you would like a copy  (free!) of the March  
Newsletter  then email me at: johnandbonny@outlook.com 
  

John Sparks,    
Crossing Road,     
Palgrave Neighbourhood Watch Coordinator.  

mailto:report@phishing.gov.uk
mailto:johnandbonny@outlook.com
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As we look ahead to Easter and to the longer days and warmer weather, I’d like to start 

by paying credit to our health leaders and all those involved in the rollout of the  

vaccination programme here in Suffolk, including the fantastic army of volunteers giving 

up their time to help with the effort.  It’s thanks to their combined efforts that Suffolk is 

at the top of the league tables nationally for people receiving their first Covid  

vaccination.  

We have come such a long way in the fight against coronavirus and there is very  

definitely light at the end of the tunnel, but for now we must continue to follow the 

rules as we tentatively start to emerge from lockdown.  We are all keen to get back to 

some semblance of normality – to visit our families and our friends, but if we relax the  

restrictions too soon, we could very quickly find ourselves back at square one with  

infection rates rising again, alongside increased hospital admissions and deaths.  It only 

takes three or four weeks, particularly with some of the more virulent strains that have 

emerged, for things to get out of hand. 

Understandably there are concerns about the spread of the new variants, but current  

evidence seems to suggest that both the Pfizer and Oxford Astra Zeneca vaccines remain 

effective.  The best way for all of us out of this pandemic is through vaccination and I 

would urge everyone to get vaccinated as soon as is practicably possible. 

The first steps out of lockdown saw our children and young people returning to their 

schools and education settings.  Whilst our hardworking teachers and teaching  

assistants have really stepped up to the challenges of remote learning, nothing can 

match the importance of face to face learning in the classroom. 

Assuming infection rates and hospital admissions continue to fall, and the vaccination  

programme continues at pace, non-essential retail and hospitality venues can also soon 

begin to reopen and whilst I know the delay is frustrating, it doesn’t benefit businesses 

to open for two or three weeks and then have to close again as restrictions were lifted 

too early. 

As the weather continues to improve, we know that transmission outdoors is reduced, 

and I know that we are all looking forward to being able to gradually mix outdoors as a 

first step in getting back to some sort of normality.   I am hopeful that if we continue to 

stick with it and follow the guidance, we can all look forward to much happier times 

ahead. 
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Palgrave Walking Group 

Everyone is welcome to join our friendly group, but it is regretted that dogs 
cannot be allowed on our walks.  Additionally, Palgrave Walking Group, or its 
walk leaders, cannot be held liable for any injury sustained whilst on any 
walk they organise.  At present during the Covid pandemic please contact 
Bob, bobsolley@aol.com.  if you wish to join us on any of the walks or wish 
to unsubscribe also contact Bob . 
 
 
Yipeeeee 
Yes, providing nothing changes we are being allowed to walk in groups of six again 
from 30th March so some of us have organised a few walks to get started 
 
First off is a walk being led by Martin and Larraine on March 30th details as  
follows.  “Our walk will start at 10:00am from the Redgrave & Lopham Fen visitors 
car park. It will be a 5.5 mile figure of eight, taking in a large part of the Waveney 
and Great Fen trails plus the Low Common area of South Lopham. There are 2 
stiles towards the end of the walk, but there is an option for a shorter 3.5 mile 
walk avoiding these for anyone that wants an easier walk.” 
 
The next walk will be on April 13

th
 - when we will do one of our favourite walks at 

Shotley Gate. Meeting at The Shipwreck at 10.15am and visit Henry 8th's and 
Anne’s pad before walking back along The Stour. About 5.5 miles but will confirm. 
More info nearer the time,  hopefully The Shipwreck’s exterior tables will be  
available for a meal which I will confirm to those who have told me they will be 
walking. Probably will need to book in advance. 
 
The third walk will be led by Diane and Elaine on April the 20th and this is Diane’s 
note to me re their test. “Elaine and I tested walk today for 20th April. We started at 
9.45am Angel Cafe, Fair Green then along by river and up fields to the road we’ve 
met you and John on a few times, then past Anglia Autoflow and eventually back 
on to Wortham Ling then back to Fair Green. We have added an extra couple of 
loops which makes it about 5 miles, 2hrs 10mins. There are a couple of places 
where if walkers don’t want to do the full distance, they can make it shorter and 
head back. Is a pleasant walk, dry underfoot mostly and with a couple of short bits 
on roads.” 
 
Right, that’s it, would be useful that you reply if you intend doing any of the walks 
but not essential looking forward to seeing you . Remember keep safe distance 
away from other walkers and sub-groups must not be more than 6 persons as last 
year. 
 
Bob 

mailto:bobsolley@aol.com
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The Chocolate Quiz 

 
 

All the answers are chocolate bars, chocolate sweets, chocolate biscuits or boxes of chocolates 
 

1. Magazine or break (4,3)      

2. Would you give your last one away? (4)    

3. Subject or theme (5)       

4. Up and Down toy (4)       

5. A little wave (6)        

6. Detach from the rest (9)       

7. The big cat is banned (4,3)      

8. Performers of medieval songs (9)     

9. One of Batman’s adversaries (7)     

10. Cilla used to be one on TV (!0)  

11. Eleven and Nine are this (5,5)      

12. Teddies meal in the woods (6)      

13. Relating to aircraft (4)       

14. Hunters reward (6)       

15. It’s dark and comes before roundabout (5,5)   

16. Abbreviated Vicar and golfer Ernie (6)    

17. Said to grow on you (5)       

18. They pull little Malcom’s legs (9)     

19. Could be snow and soap (5)      

20. Regroup ten and wit (4)       

21. This used to be a running bar (8)     

22. Pub on a planet perhaps (4,3)      

23. Fastener for Cinderella (7)      

24. Say it quietly (5)         

25. The whole quantity of Au (3,4)      

26. Wanderer in snow perhaps (7)     

27. Clever? (8) 

28. Byzantine joy (7,7) 

29. A London bus perhaps (6,6)      

30. You only get these when you sleep (5)    

31. A plug would be no good without one (4)     

32.  A nutty encouragement for horses? (6,4)   
Answers on inside back cover 
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Trees on The Green  
 
One of the wonderful features of Palgrave is its tree lined green which stretches 
from the Church and School down to the pond. Passing through the village you 
are guided by the tall standing trees on either side of the road. 
 
Palgrave's 'trees on The Green' are really worth appreciating close up, and I 
would highly recommend a slow meander by way of a visit. I started at the School 
and spent some time with the splendid Mature Plane trees. The first is straight 
and majestically balanced. The second appears to be 'dancing', its animated trunk 
curving and bending. Or maybe it is about to uproot and saunter off. Circling the 
trunk you find a hollow and at first glance you could easily get the impression that 
legs are beginning to form! While I was here I admired the mottled mosaic of  
colours that pattern the bark, reaching out to experience bark that is surprisingly 
smooth to the touch. Around the base of the tree daffodils are getting ready to  
celebrate the arrival of spring.  
 
Leaving the Plane I then strolled through the 'Lime Avenue'. These trees are a  
little less accessible than the easily approachable Planes. The suckers at the 
base of the trees are successfully catching a rich array of compostable trappings: 
layers of fallen leaves, feathers and twigs. These are settling and providing a  
winter blanket for the green shoots of new growth that are taking advantage of 
their sheltering. I noticed Lesser Celandine and the young leaves of Lords and 
Ladies. My eyes move to the red buds of the Lime suckers, which are a bright and 
welcoming sight in mid February. In the summer the base of these trees will  
provide homes for all manner of insects, while spiders will spin their webs and 
decorate the impenetrable suckers.  
 
After the Lime trees the Green opens up and invites the wanderer down to the 
pond and the Oak tree. The bench is perfectly positioned to contemplate the pond 
although I decided to opt for the springy moss at the foot of the Oak, possibly a 
more comfortable position from which to admire the pond. After a little time  
leaning against the steady trunk of the Oak I crossed the road to where the Ash 
tree on the other side is looking less healthy than one would hope. There is a run 
of wetwood down its trunk. It looks like a giant 'tree tear' and is indeed wet to the 
touch. A quick Google search later tells me that this could be a bacterial infection. 
The tree is earmarked for some works from the tree surgeon as it is already  
struggling with Ash Die-back so I hope it achieves its recovery. I leave the Ash 
and walk through more Lime trees back towards the Church. I think about the 
shade and coolness that these mature trees will provide for the inhabitants of the 
village in the summer, not to mention the power of their oxygen producing  
endeavours. I give them a nod of thanks as I turn for home. 

Jo Dingle  
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A Ghost Story? 
Part I 
Last month, it was nine years since I moved from my little quirky cottage in Eye to here in 
Palgrave and it reminded me of the unsolved mystery which has bugged me ever since. 
My 15

th
 century cottage, although small, was full of beams and ancient fireplaces, complete 

with bread ovens, interesting nooks and crannies and the occasional blocked up wall.  A 
short curved staircase led to the first floor with a tiny square landing.  Either side of this land-
ing were two small bedrooms, one of which had an ensuite.  Downstairs were two reception 
rooms, a galley kitchen and shower/utility room.  The kitchen had an inside unglazed window 
with short upright beams which looked over both the dining room and the lounge.  The an-
cient front door, although never used, led straight up the stairs to the landing or with a bit of a 
squeeze to your left was the dining room and to the right, the lounge.  And there was a large 
loft. 
The house was detached and had a wraparound garden of an acre with a natural pond. 
Over the years it had been roughly modernised without spoiling its enchantment and for 14 
years I lived there happily on my own.  Or did I?? 
Up until now, I had always lived in timber framed houses and had been used to hearing all 
their grunts, groans and creaks, especially after dark and this house for the first few years 
was no exception.  
The loft was over my bedroom and it was here at night in bed, that I first began to hear 
strange sounds right above my head, which were slightly unnerving.  At first, of course, I 
thought it must be mice or even rats scampering over the rafters but on investigation, found 
no evidence although it sounded more like a herd of elephants than rodents.  Even squirrels 
wouldn’t have made that sort of noise and I had never heard of bats running around with 
boots on.  In any case, I checked for holes and as far as I could see there were none. 
These noises went on for years.  Sometimes I didn’t hear anything for weeks and then a loud 
noise would wake me up and it would all start off again but I began to get used to it.  I often 
felt anxious when I needed to get something from the loft but everything always looked the 
same, nothing had moved and there were no droppings of any sort which would have given 
the game away.  At least I knew by now it wasn’t anything alive running around – of that sort 
anyway! 
During the last year I was living there, things seemed to be coming to a head when one night 
I heard a sound similar to furniture being dragged around – that was very scary and it got to a 
point when I was pleased to be moving. 
On the eve of my move to Palgrave with boxes piled high and sadness pursuing, I was just 
about to pack my Trail camera, when I wondered why I hadn’t thought of this before. Trail 
cameras are activated by movement and this is the camera which I usually set up in the gar-
den to take sneaky videos of wildlife during the night. I quickly lowered the ladder, switched 
on the light and placed the camera on the now empty floor of the loft.  I switched on the cam-
era, turned off the light and replaced the ladder.  Then left a big note in the kitchen  – 
‘Recover Camera Before I Leave.’ 
As I went to bed that last night, I was so hoping that it wouldn’t be a quiet one as I wouldn’t 
get this chance again.  It got to midnight and just as I was dropping off to sleep, there was an 
almighty bang from above and I remember pulling the covers over my head wondering what 
on earth was I going to find on the camera in the morning.   
With the removal men arriving, I was up early the next day packing the last of my things with 
the note still there reminding me of something I didn’t really want to do.  In fact if the camera 
hadn’t been up there, I’m not sure I would have ever gone up into the loft again. 
Once the removal lorry had departed, I went upstairs and with oodles of trepidation, slowly 
opened the loft, climbed the ladder, and looked around.  All was quiet. The camera was un-
touched and I switched it off.  I climbed down the ladder and quickly shut the loft hatch. I then 
put the camera safely in the last box, complete with SD card and sealed it. There was no time 
to look. I was sad to leave but excited to be beginning a new adventure. I closed the back 
door for the last time and headed for Palgrave. 
 
……… next episode in May’s issue!!              Hazel Massey 
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UK charity Arthritis Action give hands-on, practical help to combat the pain of arthritis through 
self-management and lifestyle advice. They provide a range of free resources, including  
factsheets, exercises, recipes and videos.  To support people living with arthritis, they also 
run online Arthritis Action Groups, throughout the country, and now including a brand new 
group for people in Norfolk & Suffolk, as well as evening groups for those unable to attend 
the daytime ones. They know that all the changes in people’s lives this past year have made 
managing arthritis more challenging, and the groups are a great place for people to meet  
others with the condition, share experiences and learn about self-management. 
  
Online Arthritis Action Groups are an opportunity for people with arthritis to talk with  
others and share their tips on how to manage their arthritis and stay active whilst at home, 
and actively welcome new attendees. They discuss a variety of self-management tech-
niques. You will need to contact them directly for the log in instructions for the meeting, they 
can provide you with a  ‘How To’ guides for those not familiar with using Zoom. 
  
Upcoming Group Dates: 
30/03/2021 - Norfolk & Suffolk Online Group (Launch) - 2pm 
09/04/2021 - Coffee morning (open to all areas) - 10:30am 
30/04/2021 - Coffee morning (open to all areas) - 10:30am 
11/05/2021 - Norfolk & Suffolk Online group - 2pm 
28/05/2021 - Coffee morning (open to all areas) - 10:30am 
  
For joining details see http://www.arthritisaction.org.uk/media-centre/events  
  

http://www.arthritisaction.org.uk/media-centre/events
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'We’ve been here before ....' 

 
Hopefully there is now some hope that the immediate consequences of Coronavirus 
have eased,  but the country has been similarly affected in the past. In 1348-49 the 
Plague – Black Death - devastated the country when, it is estimated, between 40 and 
60% of the population died. The effects were felt for decades and life never returned 
to that of the pre-plague years because the loss of so many people changed the  
balance of the whole economy.  
 
During the 1

St
 World War (1914-18), there were 887,858 fatalities in the armed forces 

and some 2,000 civilians also died. Towards the end of 1918 the Spanish 'flu  
epidemic arrived, probably brought in by soldiers returning from northern France, and 
a further 288,000 UK citizens died as a result. Then in the 2

nd
 World War (1939-45) 

deaths in the armed forces were put at 384,000 but the number of civilians killed rose 
to 70,000, 4,000 of whom died between September 1941 and May 1942 in the  
intensive air raids on London, ‘the Blitz’.  
 
Because the imminence of war was predictable the government was able to prepare 
and in 1939 a register was taken of every individual to highlight which men and  
women had skills essential for the war effort. On the ‘home front’ individuals were 
trained for specific functions: in Palgrave, with a population of 737 in 183 households, 
there was one policeman stationed in Lion Road and three special constables; there 
were six ARP personnel, two ARP wardens, and two trained St. John’s Ambulance 
men.  
 
The current restrictions we have been experiencing during the Coronavirus pandemic 
have been difficult for most of us,  but how do they compare to the situation between 
1939 and 1945?  Identity cards were issued to everyone, including children. Ration-
ing, including of petrol, began on the 8

th
 January, 1940, and ration books were  

distributed to everyone, containing coupons for essential items: these were removed 
whenever a purchase was made. The weekly allowance for butter was 2 ounces (oz.) 
(or 50 gms.), margarine 4oz., cheese 2oz., tea 2oz. and bacon 4oz.  Meat was  
rationed by price to the value of one shilling & six pence (7

1
/2p), enough to buy two 

chops, while vegetarians had an increase in their cheese ration. Clothes were also 
controlled through ‘clothing coupons’. Because of the difficulties of importing goods 
due to enemy action, sugar, flour, paper and other necessities were either in short 
supply or unavailable, so toilet rolls sometimes had to be replaced with newspaper!  
That was hardship indeed. 
 
A community like ours had some advantages. Many families had kept a pig on their 
property for generations but now all pigs had to be registered and, when appropriate, 
were taken, slaughtered and became part of the general food supply. However, some 
were hidden from the authorities and when killed the meat was shared with  
neighbours on a ‘quid pro quo’ basis. As the old saying goes ‘the only part of a pig you 
can’t eat is the squeak’. Even the ears and trotters were eaten. Mrs. Beaton’s cookery 
books have recipes going back to the late 1860s and today they are served as a  
luxury meal by top chefs. The basics of these recipes were well within the skills of 
poor but thrifty country housewives. Keeping hens and geese also meant extra eggs 
and meat, whilst in a parish like ours rabbits were another supplement. But rationing 
and shortages lasted beyond the end of the War, even into the 1950s.  
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So it was not the onset of a virus that had a devastating effect on the population, it 
was the air raids.  These were mainly centered on London and the industrial areas 
such as Birmingham: an estimated  32,000 bombs were dropped on the country.   
 
People took responsibility and responded, many becoming first-aiders and auxiliary  
fire fighters. The sight of dead and wounded lying on the pavements was a daily  
occurrence. My extended family have their memories: one of the family homes, near 
Old Harlow, received a direct hit from an incendiary bomb and was totally destroyed. 
Fortunately everybody escaped without injury. Public air-raid shelters were uncomfort-
able and those outside cold and dark during the winter. There were two shelters  
available for individual families: the Morrison shelter was designed for inside the house 
and the Anderson shelter was half buried in the garden. Both were uncomfortable and 
the Anderson could be frightening for children. Evacuation of people from the cities to 
the country was a mixed success. Some ‘townies’ could not adapt to rural life and  
returned home, risking the bombs. Young children were also evacuated and placed 
with foster families in rural areas. These families had no choice but to accept the child: 
some were successful and a relationship became on-going, but others resented the 
intrusion and neither the child nor the foster family found it a satisfactory arrangement.  
 
Our family lived in Stroud in Gloucestershire so we were on the flight path of the  
German bombers heading for Birmingham, following the River Severn.  Many a night 
was spent sheltering in a cold kitchen (no central heating in those days!) after the  
air-raid sirens sounded The sky was lit by the flames of Birmingham 60 miles away 
and which became so dangerous that Hansworth Grammar School was relocated to 
Stroud’s Marling School. They had the use of the school in the morning and Marling’s 
pupils in the afternoon, and when the summer external examinations were finished the 
older boys were sent potato picking. 
 
Perhaps a comparison of the restrictions forced by ‘naturally occurring epidemics’ and 
those resulting from the War would be of interest. Every year there was concern over 
the likelihood of outbreaks of three serious infections. Even as a ten year old I  
remember being aware of my mother’s concern if there were cases near our home.  
The first was tuberculosis (TB), a lung infection usually spread by close contact with 
family and friends. Birth and death records kept from 1838 show that TB was a leading 
cause of death. In 1913 there were 117,000 deaths from TB recorded, poor housing 
and overcrowding being the main means of transmitting the infection. Although these 
had improved in the years up to 1939 the War recreated the problems, the widespread 
destruction of so many properties reversing progress. People who contracted the  
disease were treated in sanatoria: those for the poor resembled prisons but the better 
off were housed more comfortably. Fresh air, labour for the poor and exercise for the 
better off were the only treatments available – exercise and labour were to help 
strengthen the muscles supporting the lungs but still 50% of patients died within five 
years. By 1939 two antibiotics became available: a sulphonamide, developed in 1937 
and known as M&B tablets, was used in the treatment for TB and other infections,  
although it was prone to unpleasant side effects. In 1943 Winston Churchill  
succumbed to TB and was successfully treated with M&B tablets (a report appears in 
the East Anglian D.T.).  It was used widely during the War but due to a shortage of 
supply it was kept mainly for the armed forces. The other antibiotic was penicillin,  
discovered by Alexander Fleming, a Scottish physician, in 1928.  
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Later described as ‘’the greatest victory ever achieved over disease’’, it was initially 
used in the treatment of eye complaints. By 1942 it was accepted as effective  
treatment for some infections and in 1943 the Cabinet formed the Penicillin Committee 
which oversaw the increased production, though it was the United States that was the 
leading producer. Again distribution was focused on the armed forces but after the 
War penicillin came into general use, available through GPs. Fleming was awarded a 
Nobel Prize in 1944. 
 
The second worry was poliomyelitis. It is also a virus, affecting the spinal cord and 
central nervous system, causing paralysis in the working of the lungs. Although it has 
been around for centuries the first major known outbreak was in 1900. Initially the 
treatment was again fresh air and muscular support for the lungs, which often resulted 
in the patient being placed in an iron lung. In the UK in the 1950s there were 7,760 
cases resulting in 750 deaths, but although the Salk vaccine was introduced in 1955 
there is still no known cure.  
 
The last of the three serious infections was influenza ('flu.). Again a virus usually found  
between December and March, it affects the ears, nose, throat, and occasionally the 
lungs. A vaccine became available in the 1960’s and a vaccination programme began 
for children aged 2-3 years in 2013-14: it is now available to everyone. So where are 
we today?  Even with the annual vaccination programme in place the number of 
deaths recorded for 'flu were 12,000 when the NHS was formed in 1948. Before that 
one could only see a doctor and receive treatment or medication if you could afford to 
pay or were in receipt of charitable help. 
 
A major drawback of any vaccine is that it is only effective against the strain of the  
particular virus circulating at the time. As we have seen with Covid 19, the virus can 
subtly mutate and the vaccine has to be similarly tweaked. The same is true of the  
annual 'flu jab, so each year the vaccine has to be slightly different. Our knowledge  
of, and ability to detect viruses have now advanced considerably and treatments have 
improved: hopefully both will continue to do so.  
 
Would you really want to go back in time? Thank your blessings. 
 
John Gibbons 
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Answers to Chocolate quiz 

1. Time Out   2. Rolo    3. Topic    4. Yoyo    5. Ripple    6. Breakaway              
7. Lion Bar     8. Minstrels     9. Penguin    10. Matchmaker    11. After Eight    
12. Picnic    13. Aero    14. Bounty     15. Black Magic    16. Revels               
17. Roses    18. Maltesers    19. Flake    20. Twix    21. Snickers 
 22. Mars bar    23. Buttons    24. Wispa    25. All Gold    26. Drifter     
27. Smarties    28. Turkish Delight    29. Double Decker     30. Dream 
31. Fuse    32. Walnut Whip 
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